
Year 1/2 WEEK 2

CRAB TAG 

Within a marked area select 2/3 
children to be the taggers (crabs) they 
must move on their hands and feet, 

lifting their bottom off the floor. 

The remaining children are the 
‘walkers’ they must try to avoid being 
tagged by the crabs. They must stay 
within the area and can only walk. 

If tagged by a crab then children 
must become crabs too. 

The winner is the last person standing.

EQUIPMENT: 
Cones / bibs / dodgeball 

TAIL TAG 

Within a marked area children move 
around and avoid having their tail taken

- tuck a bib down the back of your shorts 
to make a tail..

Select 2/3 children to be the taggers, 
they must go around and try to take 

other children’s tails. If your tail is taken 
then you become a tagger. Last pupil 

with a tail wins.

Change to: 
5 children start without a tail. When you 

take a tail it becomes your own 
and the person you took it from is now 

a tagger. 
Bib tag. Using a bib, throw it to hit

someone for them to be on.    

BALL TAG

Within a marked area children try 
to avoid being tagged by the pupils 

given a ball. Children who have a ball 
are the taggers and must use 

the ball to tag others. If tagged by 
the ball, stand with hands out 

for a high ten to get back in the game. 

Anyone can go and free a friend giving
a high ten.

Change to:
Give 2 pupils a bib and make them 

the only children that can free 
the children who get tagged. 

TAG GAMES

Focus:
Cardio and Movement

Suggested work out:
5 minute warm up raising the activity levels of participants gradually. 

Tag games; 5 minutes of each variant with up to 20 minutes total activity.
Allow rest in between each game and change the students who are on

whilst aiming to keep children moving. 5 minute cooling down, using 
pulse lowering jogging, walking and static stretches of the body. 


